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Computer dating is fine, if you’re
a computer.
-Rita Mae Brown

Wile E. Coyote –
the Truth
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

It began with a child’s dream
– a dream to become the
greatest roadrunner chaser
of all time. Wile vowed to
be different from other coyotes, to go to college – he
applied to the prestigious
Generally Flightless Bird Hunting Academy in Albuquerque. When he began there,
he decided to pursue a
degree in mechanical engineering in hopes of building the perfect roadrunner
trap. After the first few years
proved horrifically difficult,
he changed majors to chemical engineering. Upon failing
orgo II lab four times, Wile
made an attempt at rocketry
and propulsive sciences. To
pay for school, he worked
part-time as a refrigerator
repair man and in a factory
for unusually large rubber
bands.
When six years had passed
and he had nothing to show
for his work but an Associate’s in Discombobulating
Things and Recombobulating
...see Rascly Canine on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like BLEE-BLOOP!

Mama’s Boys moving in with their father.
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Mama’s Boys moving in with their father. claiming that she was “too attached to
“She could not find satisfaction any- the boys” and “cared more about her
where else, so she turned to her boys, 20 plus sons than her own husband”;
many of which accepted it.” The rumor and without her husband she has lived a
that has been spreading around, light- lonely life driven to serve her boys. Being
ing up the headlines, has finally been divorced for seven years had taken a toll
confir med
on her sexuas fact.
al life. Every
The Mama
attempt to
of Mama’s
date proved
Boys has
futile, as no
been taken
man wanted
to court for
to be near a
multiple of50 year old
fenses of
mother of
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lestation.
age boys.
Mama will
“Eventually
be charged
she grew
with over
more and
twenty acts
more interof maternal
ested in us
incest, inboys,” statcluding two
ed one of
documentthe freshman
ed cases of Mama’s boys protesting the court order that boys during a
they move in with their father.
group moleshearing, “most
tation where she took over five of her of us freshman were shocked by how
eldest boys into her room for quote “an she treated us, and were even more
introduction to the bat cave.”
shocked by how the older guys of the
hall took it so well.”
Our nameless source reported that
Mama had been doing this for years Counseling services hired the best
now. Her husband had divorced her
...see I <3 Mom on back

The Steaming Pile?
Straight From You-Know-Where!
By Bill Melcher.

Sometime last week (Wednesday at approximately-exactly 9:15pm), the new
Houghton Demilitarized Zone was shaken (not stirred) by what some thought
to be an earthquake. Silly Houghton, fault lines are for Californians! Really
though, the shaking felt campus-wide was merely the creation of the most
excessive Daily Bull pile within recent memory.
“At first, it started off like every other pile.” Stephen Whittaker mumbled, still
gripping his battered keyboard. “But then … they just kept coming.” A hollow, distant look consumed his face and it appeared he was trying to grasp a
concept beyond worldly understanding. Then the Doctor told us to get out.
The pile is thought to have originated from a condition called ‘way-toomuch-call-of-duty’. With the first round of exams coming up, what will the
humanities students ever do without all of their shiny new Macs? (Fumble
around on XP like the rest of us who actually bring money to the school after
we graduate?)
The disturbance was called in by ice statue workers when an unknown female yelled “TAKE IT OUT OF YOUR PANTS AND GIVE IT TO ME NOW!”, soon
after which a crew of about 20 people scattered from the building. When
firefighters entered, the scene was unbelievable. Empty pizza boxes strewn
about the table-tops, the hot air of human presence still lingering… but the
most shocking part was the sheer scale of the pile we created for this week.
Enjoy! PILE IS ON THE BACK.

... I <3 Mom from front.

counselors they could find, hoping to
“heal the youthful children’s minds”.
However many of the Mama’s Boys
have complained that there had
been nothing wrong. They were really stressed out over losing Mama,
because without her they were likely
to never see a woman naked. “Most of
us are past the legal age, as a Senior at
Michigan Tech I have the right to have
heated, crazy, intimate, dry love with
my Mama.” argued one of Mama’s
defendants, “Yes, when she had us
dance and sing Lady Gaga songs while
wearing woman’s lingerie we were a
little disturbed, but it was all for the
love of our mother. And love her we
did, biweekly.”
Currently the Mama’s Boys have been
court ordered to live with their father.
Currently debate exists over whether
the Hall’s name should be changed to
Father’s Boys or not. Meanwhile, investigation has been under way regarding
the hall “Raptor”, and the alleged cases
of dinophilia.
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... Rascly Coyote from front

Them to Other Things, Wile resigned
from school. A few years after retiring, he saw on the news a striking
headline: ROAD RUNNER BUSTED FOR
STEROID USE. That’s when it occurred
to him. All those piles of birdseed he
had been laying out! All those iron
pellets! All those infused chemicals he
had hoped would poison the bird!
They had been making him FASTER!
But here roadrunner was, locked behind bars for injecting illicit substances… he had done it. Wile E. Coyote
caught the roadrunner completely
by accident. Unfortunately, all of this
happened after the death of Saturday
morning cartoons, so no one ever
knew about it.
DOCTOR, NOT BRICKLAYER
Biomed class in the MEEM (10)
SCHOOL IS HARD
Switching major to business (5)
SWAMP GAS
Live in McNair (5)
TITS OR GTFO
Be Female at Tech (40)
EXERCISE IN FUTILITY
Playing broomball (10)
CAMPER
Start your seventh year (30)

The Steaming Pile?
LONELY AT THE TOP
Live in Wads suites (30)

ANTI-FREEZE
Walk back from a party in a t-shirt (20)

STEP INTO MY OFFICE
Become a TA (15)

TAUN TAUN
I thought she smelled bad… on the
outside (15)

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL
Have an NMU bf/gf (20)

NATURE’S PILLOWS
Get to second base (20)

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
Dating a CS girl (40)

MEGA MILK
Actually find chocolate milk in Wads
cafeteria (5)

SLAVE TO THE PHARAOH
Build a snow sculpture (10)

MEET THE MATH MAGICIAN
Took a class by Clark Givens (10)

KID IN A CANDY STORE
Turn 21 (21)

HITLER SPEAKS 1337
Take CS 1121 (5)

EPIC QUEST
Find the pool in the Walker building (40)

WALLPAPER
Rasterbated a .jpg (10)

ALMOST A RAID
Make three friends (10)

I FOUGHT THE LAW
Dodge an RA while drunk (15)

MY GOD! IT’S FULL OF BOOZE
Go to Jim’s Food Mart (10)

ENTERING A WORLD OF PAIN
Taking beginning bowling (5)

GOING TO HELL
Met purple vest guy (20)

I CAN HAS CURVE?
Take a class with a language barrier (20)

CLAW YOUR EYES OUT
Read the Lode (5)

WHAT IS THIS… I DON’T EVEN
Attempt a lab by Glenn Archer (15)

NOT IN KANSAS ANYMORE
Meet someone not from the Midwest
(5)

ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST
Take U-Chem 1 exam (20)

IT CAN BE THAT COLOR?
Ate beef tips (10)

CARDBOARD BOX
Participate in hobo parade (20)

QUANTUM SHIT
Learn the Schrödinger wave equation
(10)

I’VE GOT WOOD
Steal Piece of EERC Tree (50)

THAT WAS GREAT NIGHT?
Black out for the first time (25)
FACEBOOK PHOTO MEMORIES
Figure out what happened last night (20)

FEAR THE SOUTHPAW
Sit through a Dr. Bob lecture (5)

COCK EMBARGO
Get friend zoned by the only girl in
your hall (10)

IRON FIST
Take World Cultures (10)

SEXUAL ORIENTATION WEEK
Use your free “o-week” condom (15)

EASY A
Banging a TA (35)

VAMPIRISM
Not seeing the sun for two weeks (5)

DMCA
Download music in the dorms (10)

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
Fall down McNair hill (10)

NAZI ZOMBIES
Turn the lights on in Rekhi (20)

GONE BALD
Watch a hockey game (10)

ENCORE
Break a plate in Wads (10)

MTU XBOX Acheivements to be Unlocked

STATUTORY WHAT?
Date a high school student (17)
ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN
Walk to campus (10)

ROMAN EMPIRE
Knock down a snow sculpture (15)
WHAT’S A LIFE?
Join a fifth student org (25)
SCHRÖDINGERS PUSSY
Find roommate’s sock on door handle
(20)
RAINBOW ROOM
Room with someone with a different
sexuality than you (15)
MICROSOFT SAM
Watch a Steven Hawking video (5)
THE GREEN MILE
Too many Jell-O shots (15)

EH DONTCHA KNOW, YOU BETCHA
Pick up a Yooper accent (10)
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
Take summer classes (20)

ROOM FOR TWO
Bang a frat mattress (22)

IMMORTALITY
Have your photo used in MTU propaganda (35)

LATE NIGHT GREASE PLATE
Order Domino’s at 2am (10)

WHAT’S THIS DO?
Go to the 3rd of the Back Room (20)

Add ‘em up, MTU! Got an idea for another achievement?
Are you the best? Email bull@mtu.edu or text 1-801-200-DERP (3377)
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